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We took a major step forward in
automation when we installed a
Speedmaster XL 75 at our Idaho Falls,
ID, facility. We did it by complementing this highly automated piece of machinery with a suite of Prinect workflow software modules including Prepress Manager, Signa Station, Renderer,
Pressroom Manager, and Pressroom Manager with Analyze Point.
Prinect software takes time, touches, and cost out of our production by
streamlining the flow of information from the prepress department to
the pressroom. The Pressroom Manager module, for example, sends 26
job presets directly to the Speedmaster XL 75, accelerating setups and
minimizing errors. Our press operators can monitor everything on the
Wallscreen of the Speedmaster XL 75’s Prinect Press Center console, which
displays job progress and press status in real time.
This kind of automation accomplishes two things. First, it boosts production efficiency — an automated shop gets more work done in the same
amount of time than a shop with outdated equipment and software. Second, it provides insurance against the difficulty of finding and keeping
qualified production personnel, a challenge that every printing business
faces. Automate the workflow, and you can make the most of the skill sets
and human resources that you have.
Automation also opens the way to making production truly data-driven.
If we systematically gather information about machine performance, we
can use that information to ensure that we are getting the highest return
on our investment in the equipment. We’ll pursue this objective over time
with Prinect Analyze Point, which will let us turn job and production data
into benchmarks for the kind of peak performance we want to achieve.
This is all very much the learning experience of a work in progress, but
we’re eager to follow the path of printing automation in the direction
it is taking us. Real experts believe that no matter how good they are,
they can always do better — and with the help of automation tools from
Heidelberg, we will.
Lynn Nelson
Owner
AlphaGraphics Idaho Falls

Heidelberg Goes Digital• Heidelberg Direct

As “Heidelberg Goes Digital,”
Where Will It Take Us?
Starting this year, Heidelberg’s management board began sending an
important message to customers and
stakeholders everywhere: “Heidelberg goes digital!” It means realigning our go-to-market approach in a
way that will enable us to become the
supplier our customers want to partner with and a “performance seller”:
a full-service provider of presses,
software, consumables and services
throughout the entire life cycle of
the solutions we offer to printers
throughout the world.
Going digital also means using information technology to combine
equipment, software, consumables,
and services in end-to-end solutions
that can be customized to individual
needs. Digitizing and integrating

our offerings will include making
everything available through a unified
e-commerce interface that reduces
complexity and costs for customers
while also boosting their efficiency.

goal of increasing the productivity
of your entire printing business.
In the wake of these corporate announcements, we’re not forgetting that we have
an exciting technology story to share.

As we move forward, pursuing this mission will require a new organizational
approach that parallels the directions of
the digital vision we’ve adopted. This is
why we established Heidelberg Digital
Technology (HDT) and Heidelberg Digital Business and Services (HDB).

In coming months, look for more news
about our “Fire” family of digital production solutions: Versafire for commercial printing, Primefire for packaging,
Labelfire for labeling, and Omnifire for
dimensional decoration. Don’t be surprised to hear about progress we’re making in specialty areas such as cloud-based
software and additive (3D) printing.

HDT is responsible for developing,
producing, and marketing solutions
for sheetfed offset, label printing, and
postpress. Consumables, remarketed
equipment, and digital printing are
part of HDB. Together, HDT and HDB
will better enable us to achieve our

Heidelberg sees going digital not as an
itinerary with a predetermined end, but
as an evolving journey. Join us, and be
our companions as well as our guides
for this digital transformation.
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ON THE HORIZON
Service

THE OPPORTUNITY
Everything within the printing industry is undergoing digital transformation,
including relationships between printers and their solution providers.
•P
 rinters need 24/7/365 access to their equipment and information regarding
products and services that can make them more efficient.
•A
 ccess should be fast, easy, and tailored to the requesting shop’s operational
profile and requirements.
THE SOLUTION
Heidelberg Assistant is an always available, comprehensively helpful portal to all
of the resources that Heidelberg customers need for enhanced decision making.
• Through Heidelberg Assistant, customers get information that is specific to their
circumstances and relevant to the way they do business.
•H
 eidelberg Assistant offers secure, private connections to the Heidelberg Cloud,
an information and service platform linking 10,000 pieces of Heidelberg
equipment and 15,000 related software products.

Press

THE OPPORTUNITY
Many shops want to advance to 16-page signature production, but without
committing to full B1-format (28" x 40") equipment.
• For shops like these, the ideal press has a slightly smaller sheet size that still
gives them the imposition flexibility they need for brochures, catalogs, flyers,
and other kinds of commercial work.
• Such a press would also have high-end features for cost-efficient operation and
superb print quality.
THE SOLUTION
Meet the Heidelberg Speedmaster CS 92, a robust and affordable press offering
the best price-to-performance ratio among all offset presses of comparable size.
• Its design and many of its high-performance features come from the
Speedmaster CD 102, Heidelberg’s most successful press for commercial and
industrial printing.
• From end to end, the Speedmaster CS 92 is built to save printers time and
money, and therefore improve their profitability.

Consumables

THE OPPORTUNITY
Coating adds value and visual appeal to printed sheets, but with traditional anilox
coating rollers, there can be coverage issues, waste, and even ruined jobs.
• Now, a third-generation anilox metering technology offers stunning results
at a significant cost savings.
• A special program from Heidelberg lets printers benefit from this exclusive
technology free of charge when they use Saphira coatings.
THE SOLUTION
Heidelberg’s new GTT (Genetic Transfer Technology) anilox screen rollers
completely redefine the way coating is transferred to the sheet.
• GTT anilox rollers achieve a much smoother transfer and laydown than
traditional anilox rollers, making it possible to get the same or better gloss
results with smaller amounts of coating.
• GTT anilox rollers can be used with both aqueous and UV coatings, saving
makeready time and cost.
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Your guide to the latest problem-solving innovations in equipment,
software, supplies, and services from Heidelberg, the industry’s
only all-in-one provider of solutions for graphic production.
THE SPECIAL FEATURES

THE VALUE-ADDING ADVANTAGES

Heidelberg Assistant is an online, bi-directional portal
consisting of channels for Print Shop, Shopping, Support,
and Administration functions.

Designed for use with smart phones, tablets, computers, and
even Internet-enabled TVs, Heidelberg Assistant is all about
giving customers the on-demand ability to carry out essential
tasks such as:

• Print Shop allows customers to monitor and optimize their
installed base of equipment with machine data, productivity and
predictive reports, KPIs (key performance indicators), and more.
• Shopping is the link to the new and improved Heidelberg eShop,
an e-commerce depot for ordering consumables and parts.
• Support provides access to key service and maintenance
information in one place: view equipment status and service
history; submit new service requests that include your
preferred service date; and consult a knowledge base that
supports an augmented reality platform.
• Administration is the managerial section where customers
can, for example, view their contracts and invoices. The user’s
level of access to Heidelberg Assistant is controlled by the
customer’s Master Administrator.

•A
 nalyzing production workflows and identifying opportunities for
improvement;
•S
 cheduling service visits and in-house maintenance routines;
•O
 btaining product data sheets, safety information, and
instructional materials;
• Saving money on special offers from Heidelberg.
THE FULL STORY
T
 he launch of Heidelberg Assistant for customers in the U.S. and
Canada begins in early 2018. For additional information, please
contact your Heidelberg sales representative.

THE SPECIAL FEATURES

THE VALUE-ADDING ADVANTAGES

With a 25.6" x 37" maximum sheet size, a top running speed of
15,000 sph, and the ability to handle substrates from label stock
to heavy board, the press is a workhorse with racehorse attributes
such as:

With a printing format that is just one centimeter larger than
competitive equipment, the Speedmaster CS 92 can print three A4
six-pagers instead of two (50% more productive) and nine A4 pages
instead of eight (12.5% more productive).

• Preset Plus Feeder and Preset Plus Delivery for ultra-efficient
sheet travel;

• Because of the compact image area, plate costs are 20% lower
than full B1.

• Prinect Press Center console with Intellistart technology for
automated job changeovers (“a turn-by-turn navigational
system for the operator”);

• Intellistart drastically reduces the number of operating steps
per job change

• Prinect Easy Control spectrophotometric color measurement
and Alcolor Vario inking and dampening system;
• Automatic, simultaneous blanket and impression cylinder
wash-up;
• Coating unit with anilox rollers, and IR/hot air, traditional UV
lamps or energy efficient DryStar LED drying.

• The industry’s fastest wash-up system saves up to one hour of
wash-up time per day; ink fountains can be cleaned in just one
or two minutes.
THE FULL STORY

To learn more about the Speedmaster CS 92, please visit
bit.ly/speedmaster-cs-92.

THE SPECIAL FEATURES

THE VALUE-ADDING ADVANTAGES

Instead of traditional hexagonal cells, GTT anilox rollers are
laser-engraved with “open channel waves cells” that let the
coating flow smoothly and uniformly to the sheet.

Heidelberg has a money-saving support program for customers
changing over to GTT rollers in conjunction with Saphira coatings,
which are optimized for use with Heidelberg equipment. Made in the
USA, Saphira aqueous and UV coatings are formulated for consistent
quality and maximum productivity.

• Precision metering can reduce coating consumption by
up to 16%, saving thousands of dollars per year in
consumables expense.
• GTT anilox rollers deliver more gloss per inch of printing,
consistently showing an increase of 10 gloss points vs.
hexagonal rollers of equivalent volume.
• By replacing traditional anilox rollers with GTT anilox rollers,
customers can enhance job quality using the same amount of
coating or achieve the same level of gloss using a smaller roller.
• GTT anilox rollers, which are also more durable and easier to
maintain than traditional rollers, lay down a coating that dries
faster with less power-consuming IR and hot air.

• Customers taking part in Heidelberg’s GTT roller and coating
program receive a GTT roller free of charge as long as they agree
to purchase Saphira coatings.
• The GTT roller and coating program covers one annual cleaning and
includes replacement of the roller surface every three years, taking
the guesswork out of maintenance.
• The GTT roller is supplied with a protective case and cover.
THE FULL STORY
F
 or a video on the GTT roller and coating program,
please see bit.ly/heidelberg-gtt-roller-program. For additional
information, please contact your Heidelberg sales representative.
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ROLLERS:
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It’s one of the most basic adjustments you can make
to a press, but it’s also one of the most important
for ensuring high print quality: correctly setting the
inking rollers.
Roller settings affect roller compression, and
roller compression determines roller
performance. Too much compression leads
to heat buildup and roller surface damage. Insufficient compression creates
ink-water balance problems: overemulsification, inconsistent color,
and excessive drying time.

The next step is a similar check of compression
between the ink form roller and the plate. All told,
both steps should take about 25 minutes per unit to
perform. Heidelberg’s Roller Check Assistant software cuts the process down to five minutes per unit
by automating some of the mechanical tasks and
generating a test print that indicates any adjustments that may be necessary.
The software – available for use as
a standard feature on all new
Speedmasters – directs the press to
print a dry solid (i.e., ink-only) sheet
with the roller compression stripe.
Once printed sheets are placed on
the press console, a clear, calibrated
foil shows the operator the setting
and recommends adjustments to quickly
get the press to its optimum settings.

Heidelberg’s Roller
Check Assistant
software cuts the
process down to five
minutes per unit.

Owners of Heidelberg presses can
manually check and adjust roller
settings or let a unique software tool,
Roller Check Assistant, save them time
by automating parts of the procedure.
Note that in both cases, the roller adjustment itself is still manually done with a standard
T-wrench.

The first step in the manual sequence is to check
a yellow-ink stripe formed by stationary contact
between the ink roller and the ink oscillating roller
in a unit of the press. If the stripe, measured with a
simple gauge, indicates that the setting isn’t within
Heidelberg’s recommended limit, use the T-wrench
to make the needed adjustment.
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When rollers are properly set, they last longer,
and the press performs better. The benefits include
faster and more stable color adjustments, more
efficient washups, and improved print quality and
consistency. For a video guide to the manual procedure and an introduction to Roller Check Assistant,
please visit http://bit.ly/check-adjust-roller-settings.

Heidelberg and Masterwork • Heidelberg Direct

UPDATE:

HEIDELBERG AND
MASTERWORK MOVE AHEAD
TOGETHER IN POSTPRESS
Thanks to Heidelberg’s partnership with Masterwork, Heidelberg customers enjoy direct access to a
comprehensive and affordable portfolio of die cutters, hot foil stampers, folding carton gluers, and offline
packaging inspection systems. Combining Heidelberg’s engineering leadership and Masterwork’s manufacturing prowess assures that every investment in postpress and finishing equipment will be a rewarding one.
The companies pooled their talents in 2014 when
Masterwork, the world’s second largest maker
of postpress packaging machinery, took over
manufacturing Diana folder-gluers in Slovakia and
also bought the intellectual property of the die
cutters. Heidelberg continues to co-develop and sell
these products globally. Everything manufactured
by Masterwork must pass Heidelberg’s rigorous
“Quality Gates” inspection process before being
released to the market.
Machines are built at two world-class manufacturing centers: Masterwork’s main plant in Tianjin, China, the site where Easymatrix, Promatrix,
and Powermatrix die cutting systems are made,
along with the Diana Eye inspection system; and
the Masterwork factory in Nove Mesto, Slovakia,
which is the source of Diana Easy, Diana Smart, and
Diana X folder gluers.

for stripping, blanking, and hot foiling as well as
high-speed die stamping – and if required, even with
two platen stations.
Working with Heidelberg R&D in Germany,
Masterwork continues to add new products in all
categories. In 2017, a second-generation version of
Diana Eye; two hot foil stampers (Promatrix 106 FC
and Easymatrix 106 FC); the Promatrix 106 CSB die
cutter with inline blanking; and two attractively
priced folder gluers, the new Diana Easy 85 and 115,
were all introduced. Coming soon are blankers in
the 57" format and the 41" Powermatrix.
To learn more about what the cooperation means
for your business, please contact your Heidelberg
sales representative.

Packaging producers will
find all the solutions they
are looking for in the broad
range of Heidelberg-engineered postpress products
now available under the
Masterwork brand. Diana
folder gluers come in eight
different combinations of
format size and capability
(entry level, professional,
and peak performance). Die
cutters can be configured

For the first time, Heidelberg and
Masterwork exhibited jointly at drupa 2016.
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Multiple Markets, Multiple Paths:

A New Road
Map for
Heidelberg
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“With great power,” a well-known superhero likes to say, “comes
great responsibility.” There’s a lesson in this bit of pop-culture
wisdom that Heidelberg takes very seriously.
That is the special mandate Heidelberg must carry out as the
world’s largest and most diversified supplier of graphic production
technology. It’s not enough for a company of this capability to
purvey generic solutions, no matter how technically superior
they might be. It must be certain that what it provides is always
relevant and drives new business models for its customers to take
advantage of; and is specifically useful to each of the distinct
print market segments it serves.
Heidelberg has long recognized this, but it is now recommitting
itself to the task with a new effort to analyze and understand
what makes its customers successful in their businesses. The
program takes what customers need for their businesses to thrive
– not what the manufacturer has to offer – as the focal point of
its solution-shaping strategy.
The initiative is proceeding under the general direction of
“champions” for the commercial print, packaging, and label
printing segments. Working with local Heidelberg personnel,
these experts perform detailed examinations of individual
customers, the gains and the pains they’ve been experiencing, and
the new opportunities they are looking to or could be pursuing.

Heidelberg takes
what customers
need for their
businesses to
thrive – not what
the manufacturer
has to offer – as
the focal point
of its solutionshaping strategy.

The result is a parcel of fact-based insights that gives the
customer a structured overview not only of where the business
is, but of where, with the right strategic adjustments, it could
be headed. For many customers, especially smaller shops,
the exercise may be their first introduction to the benefits of
systematic business planning.

9
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It’s not enough for a
company to purvey
generic solutions,
no matter how
technically superior
they might be. It must
be certain that what
it provides is always
relevant and drives
new business models
for its customers to
take advantage of;
and is specifically
useful to each of the
distinct print market
segments it serves.
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But, it isn’t a learning experience for the print shop alone.
Through these consultations, Heidelberg gains a deeper knowledge
of its customers as individuals and as members of equally distinct
segments of the industry. This is crucial to Heidelberg’s ability
to address each customer and segment with bespoke portfolios
of equipment, software, consumables, and business services –
presented to each shop and segment according to its precisely
determined requirements.
By the conclusion of the process, two things will have happened:
the customer is moving ahead with a new road map and specific
recommendations for capturing the profit opportunities the map
points to; and Heidelberg has become the customer’s trusted
traveling companion on the journey.
As it brings the business model mapping program to more
customers, Heidelberg gets a clearer picture of what is going
on in the various segments of the industry and how it should
use these trends to refine the way it develops and markets
solutions for printers in each category. The broad sectors are
commercial print, packaging, and label printing. Excerpts from
the champions’ field notes on the facing page offer valuable
insights into their dynamics.
Heidelberg has always worked hard to be the single-source
supplier its customers expect it to be, and it will continue to
diversify its portfolio as customers’ needs and trends indicate.
But, going forward, it will carefully contextualize its approach
to make sure that everything in the portfolio can do something
transformational for every segment and shop that invests in it.
“One size fits all” has no place in Heidelberg’s vocabulary, but from
now on, “whatever works best for your business” says everything.

COMMERCIAL
Commercial printers remain focused on
operational excellence and expanding
the customer base. But, they’re looking
for help in digitizing their businesses:
not just in the pressroom, but across the
entire platform of production, CRM, order
intake, file preparation, workflow, and
consumable sourcing. They’re also dealing
with the gradual loss of an aging
workforce and the difficulty of hiring
qualified replacements.
Heidelberg can help on all of these fronts
with its “Smart Print Shop” solutions for
end-to-end process automation. In smart
print shops, intelligent systems eliminate
bottlenecks, reduce operating costs, and
help employees of all skill levels be as
productive as the workload requires.

PACKAGING
Packaging printers belong to a
growing segment of the market where
standardized high-volume production
is the norm. This drives investment in
solutions that can optimize the repeat
throughput of jobs with minimal waste –
a task at which Heidelberg packaging
presses excel.
Folding carton production, the
segment’s largest activity, also
requires investment in workflow and
the appropriate finishing equipment.
Commercial printers sometimes think

about venturing into packaging, but
scaling up from one mode of production
to another can be challenging.
Opportunities exist, however, in the
kinds of short-run packaging that don’t
fit easily into the high-volume model
of the big producers. The increasing
variation of products within brands,
personalization, and faster time-tomarket requirements are some of the
factors behind the rise in demand for
delivery of jobs in short runs.

Heidelberg has solutions in prepress,
press, and postpress for capitalizing on
these trends. Its flagship for digitized
packaging production is the Primefire 106,
a 41", seven-color inkjet system that’s
equally adept at handling short runs
and high-volume jobs. As a digital
press, it offers all the flexibility that a
changing packaging market requires –
with the print quality of offset.

LABEL
In most countries, including the U.S.,
the market for labels is growing faster
than GDP. The market is mature in
the sense of having been in existence
for a long time, but its appetite for
innovation is stronger than ever. Makers
of consumer products want value,
creative differentiation, shorter cycle
times, better service levels for their
supply chain and reduced cost from
their label suppliers, many of whom
specialize in delivering these benefits
to customers in selected verticals:

for example, home and personal care
beverage, food, and industrial.
Heidelberg is particularly well
positioned to serve this fast-moving
market through its association with
the Gallus Group, a provider of
everything that web label printers
need for success in the segment. As a
Heidelberg company, the Gallus Group
is a leader in developing flexographic,
offset, screen, gravure, and digital
printing systems for a wide variety of

labeling applications. The Gallus Group
also leads in combining printing with
inline finishing and embellishment,
creating production lines that turn rolls
of unfinished stock into ready to-apply
labels in a single sequence.
Heidelberg itself has a long history in
the sheetfed label market for wet glue
and inmold labels. Offering solutions
from both parts of the group means
that customers have experts for all of
their needs a single call away.
11
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Ted Gortemaker (left),
Vice President - Operations, and
Dan Lemoine, Folder Operator,
Premier Printing.

HOW PREMIER PRINTING
FULFILLS ITS PRODUCTION
“AGENDA”

A

perfector doesn’t have to be
“long” to go a long way toward
breaking production log jams.
At Premier Printing (Winnipeg, Manitoba), a new four-unit Speedmaster XL 106 running 2/2 has replaced
an older, slower press and enabled the
plant to put the long perfector it does
operate – a 10-color Speedmaster XL 105
– to its highest and best use. With the further help of a stream-feeding Stahlfolder
TH 82 folder that processes signatures
as efficiently as the Speedmasters print
them, the plant is staying well ahead of
the complex workflow that surrounds
the challenging product in which it
specializes.
The product is school agendas, the coilbound academic planners that students
everywhere use to keep track of their assignments throughout the school year.
Premier Printing has been manufacturing them since 1982 and is now a leading producer. “It’s not surprising,” says
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Ted Gortemaker, Vice President of Operations, that “a lot of our equipment has a
school agenda inflence in it.”
Each summer, Premier Printing delivers
about 2 million school agendas by printing some of the components – covers and
individual school policy statements – and
assembling them together with pages and
inserts from other sources. Executing the
job, which consists of about 13,000 custom
orders, requires Premier Printing to run 38
different types of agendas in three format
sizes and two languages.
Black-plate changes abound in projects of
this kind, and the old press was so slow
to change over that some of this simple
work had to be offloaded to the 10-color
Speedmaster XL 105. Now, says Gortemaker, with its fully automated plate
changing and its top running speed of
15,000 sph, the Speedmaster XL 106 is
making it possible to get all the 2/2 work
done on a single, full-size (41") press that can

also act as a backup to the 40", LED UV
curing Speedmaster XL 105, which he
calls “the most reliable press we’ve ever
owned.”
In the case of school agendas, says Gortemaker, trying to get the folding done on
a decades-old piece of equipment meant
that “folding was always our bottleneck in
the summer.” That changed when Premier
Printing replaced it with a Stahlfolder TH 82
equipped with the PFX pallet feeder, which
feeds sheets into the first folding unit as a
shingled, underlapped stream with no gaps
between them.
The continuous infeed has yielded at least
a 50% improvement in signature productivity, says Gortemaker, who also gives PFX
and the folder in general high marks for
user-friendliness. Operators “enjoy the job
a lot more” because the Stahlfolder makes
it easy for them to be more efficient.

At Rose Press,
Versafire Makes
Short Work of
Short Runs

A

bout one-quarter of all the jobs printed at Rose
Press in Mount Vernon, NY, are what Ralph Mondesando, the company’s Vice President of Operations,
describes as short-run. He says that as the economy
changes and print budgets come under more pressure, the
short-run volume can only go up – a contingency that the
company is well prepared to deal with thanks to a pair of
Versafire digital presses from Heidelberg.
A Versafire CV installed in March 2017 and a Versafire CP
installed in 2016 are taking care of the “needed yesterday”
work that customers of Rose Press increasingly send its way.
Postcards, souvenir journals, and pieces for political campaigns are among the many items that the Versafires typically
turn out in batches of 200 to 250 prints. Even when quantities
are high enough to make offset the more economical process,
says Mondesando, customers who prefer not to wait will opt
for the speed and convenience of digital.
The fast, high-resolution (1,200 × 4,800 dpi) Versafires cover
all of Rose Press’s short-run bases with ease. The Versafire CP,
with its maximum 13" x 27" format size, can produce six-page
impositions at up to 110 A4 pages per minute across a full
stock range up to 18 point. The 80 ppm Versafire CV’s fifth
color station can image white, clear, fluorescent pink, and
fluorescent yellow toners.
Mondesando points out that because the Versafires print pages
rather than signatures, “all we have to do is glue” to complete
perfect-bound book jobs on tight deadlines. That makes getting “needed yesterday” work done on time “quicker than the
dry cleaner” for Rose Press customers.

Ralph Mondesando, Vice President of
Operations, and Lorenzo M. Cabrera,
Digital Print Manager, Rose Press
Ralph Mondesando, Vice President of
Operations, and Lorenzo M. Cabrera,
Digital Print Manager, Rose Press

Established in 1986, Rose Press is a general
commercial printing firm that also offers creative and mailing services, wide-format graphics, and promotional products. The company,
a longtime user of Heidelberg products, has a
Speedmaster XL 75, a Speedmaster CD 74, and
three additional Heidelberg presses supported
by a Suprasetter platesetter. Stahlfolders and
POLAR cutters are mainstays of the postpress
department.
Prinect prepress and production management software from Heidelberg keeps operations running smoothly. One reason the
Versafires and the Prinect Digital Front End
were chosen, Mondesando says, is their compatibility with the overall Prinect workflow.
Mondesando says that having bought one
Versafire digital printing system from
Heidelberg, Rose Press didn’t hesitate to install a second one as its customers’ short-run
requirements continued to climb. They complement the plant’s other capabilities in a
way that keeps the business ahead of changes
in demand. “It’s a great marriage,” he says.

The fast, high-resolution (1,200 × 4,800 dpi)
Versafires cover all of Rose Press’s short-run jobs
with ease.
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Saphira Consumables

Prinect Workflow

A wide range of consumables to cover all of your needs – from
prepress to press and postpress. our experts provide technical
and application support for Saphira® products, and advise you on
how to use them.

Prinect® integrates the traditionally separate areas of
management, prepress, press, and postpress into a central
business intelligence platform. Through a wide range of
software modules for all print shops, whether small or large, it
lays the foundation for more efficient production workflows,
greater transparency and faster job throughput.

Prepress Products

Postpress Products

Saphira Plates & Chemistry	

Saphira Stitching Wire

Saphira Proofing Paper

Saphira Cutting Sticks

Prinect Production

Prinect Press

Prinect DFE

Prinect Axis Control

Prinect Digital Print Manager

Prinect Image Control

Prinect PDF Toolbox

Prinect Inpress Control

Saphira Digital Inks & Supplies

Prinect Portal

Prinect Inspection Control

Saphira Press Blankets

Prinect Prepress Manager

Prinect Calibration Tools

Saphira Press Room Chemistries

Prinect Pressroom Manager

Prinect Easy Control

Saphira Press Room Supplies	

Prinect Production Manager

Prinect Online Kit

Prinect Renderer

Prinect Press Center

Prinect Signa Station

Prinect Postpress

Prinect Shooter

POLAR P-Net with Compucut

Prinect Color Solutions

Prinect Postpress Manager

Print Color Management (PCM)

Prinect Management

Prinect Color Toolbox

Prinect Business Manager

Prinect Multicolor Toolset

Prinect Integration Manager

Saphira Glue

Press Products
Saphira Inks (Conventional & UV)
Saphira Coatings (Aqueous & UV)

Saphira Banderoles
Saphira Special Clean

Saphira Rollers
Saphira Wash Up & Go

Order Online 24/7 at
www.shop.heidelberg.com

Suprasetter Computer-to-Plate Devices (CtP)
Based on the experience acquired with several thousands of installed CtP systems worldwide, the Suprasetter® is a platesetter
generation that sets new standards in all format classes.
Product Name

Image Area, Max.

Resolution

Plates/Hour

Suprasetter A52

25.82 × 20.86"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 27

Suprasetter A75

25.82 × 29.92"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 22

Suprasetter A106

36.1 × 41.7"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 18

Suprasetter 106

36.1 × 44.9"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 55

Suprasetter 145

55.6 × 56.3"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 35

Suprasetter 162

55.6 × 64.96"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 35

Suprasetter 190

55.6 × 75.4"

2,540 or 2,400 dpi

Up to 25

SDP-Eco 1630lllR

15.9" × 28.25"

1,200, 1,500, 1,800, 2,400 dpi

Up to 78 (12 x 18" plate)

Speedmaster Sheetfed Offset Presses
Speedmaster® sheetfed offset presses offer a high level of automation and productivity, primarily targeting industrialized
printing operations. These presses can also be flexibly equipped for a wide range of special applications.
Product Name		

# Units

Max. Speed (sph)

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Image Size

Stock Thickness

Speedmaster SX 52*		

2-10

15,000

14.56 x 20.47"

14.17 x 20.47"

0.0012-0.016"

						
Speedmaster SX 52*		

2-10

15,000

14.56 x 20.47"

(opt.: up to 0.024")

14.17 x 20.47"

0.0012-0.016"

Anicolor 						

(opt.: up to 0.024")

Speedmaster SX 74*		

2-5

2-7: 15,000, 8-10: 13,000

20.87 x 29.13"

20.08 x 29.13"

0.0012-0.024"

Speedmaster CX 75		

2-6

15,000

20.87 x 29.53" (C)

20.08 x 29.13" (C)

0.0012-0.024" 		

				

23.82 x 29.53" (F)

23.03 x 29.13" (F)

(opt.: up to 0.031")

Speedmaster XL 75*

15,000 straight/perfecting

20.87 x 29.53" (C)

20.08 x 29.13" (C)

0.0012-0.032"

			

18,000 option (straight)

23.82 x 29.53" (F)

23.03 x 29.13" (F)

Speedmaster XL 75 Anicolor* 2-12

15,000

2-14

20.87 x 29.53" (C)

20.08 x 29.13" (C)

				

23.82 x 29.53" (F)

23.03 x 29.13" (F)

0.0012-0.032"

Speedmaster CS 92		

4-6

15,000

25.59 x 37.01"

25.20 x 36.22"

0.0012-0.024"

Speedmaster CD 102

2-8

2-7: 15,000

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

Speedmaster CX 102		

2-12

16,500

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.040"

Speedmaster SX 102*

2-8

14,000

28.35 x 40.16"

27.95 x 40.16"

0.0012-0.032"

Speedmaster XL 106*

2-18

18,000 straight;

29.53 x 41.73"

29.13 x 41.34"

0.0012-0.040"		

			

15,000 or 18,000 option for perfecting					

Speedmaster XL 145*

15,000 straight; 12,000 perfecting

4-12

41.73 x 57.09"

40.94 x 57.09"

depends on application;

			

16,500 or 18,000 option for straight			

e.g. for board: 40 pt.

Speedmaster XL 162*

15,000 straight; 12,000 perfecting

depends on application;

4-12

			

47.64 x 63.78"

46.85 x 63.78"

16,500 option for straight		

e.g. for board: 40 pt.

*Perfecting option available

Primefire Digital Inkjet Press
Our new 41" inkjet digital press with proven Heidelberg Multicolor Technology enables truly industrialized digital printing.
The 7-color inkjet system covers up to 95% of the Pantone® color space in outstanding quality of 1200 x 1200 dpi.
Product Name

Max. Sheet Size

Min. Sheet Size

Stock Thickness

Colors		

Coating

Primefire 106

29.53 x 41.73"

18.5 x 18.9"

8 pt.–24 pt. 		

CMYK + OGV

Water-based with UV Capability

Versafire Digital Presses
The Versafire® is an advanced digital color production system built for reliability, flexibility and
straightforward operation with the print quality of an offset press.
Product Name

Max. Speed

Max. Sheet Size

Max. Thickness Max. Monthly Volume

Versafire CM

96, 111 & 136 ppm

13 x 27.5"

350 gsm

450,000 A3/13 x 19" Sheet

Versafire CV

80 & 90 pg/minute

13 x 27.5"

360 gsm

350,000 A3/13 x 19" Sheets

Versafire CP

110 & 130 pg/minute

13 x 27.5"

400 gsm

850,000 A3/13 x 19" Sheets

Omnifire Digital 4D Printer
4D printing with Omnifire® combines advanced inkjet technology with high-precision robotics. The UV inkjet printer can print,
personalize and decorate three-dimensional objects. Its modular system ensures a high level of flexibility for different objects,
surfaces and applications – customized to your needs and requirements. Expand your offerings with Omnifire!
Product Name Robot Color

DPI

Object Shape

Dimensions

Examples

Omnifire 250

360

Round & Cylindrical

1.96 x 30.7"

Golf Ball, Basketball, Soccer Ball,

					

4-Axis

(Circumference)

Volleyball, Drinking Vessels, Wine Bottles, Etc.

Omnifire 1000

55.11 x 55.11 x 55.11"

Bike, Car, Sporting Equipment, Helmets,

Custom Apps for Larger

Suitcases, Car Rims & Components , Etc.

6-Axis

		

CMYK Plus White Primer

CMYK Plus White Primer – 360

Any Geometric Shape

2 Additional Print Slots			

POLAR® hydraulic and high-speed cutters meet the highest demands regarding quality, efficiency, and durability. Cutters can be
employed both as individual machines or the center of an automatic cutting system. A number of peripherals are also available to
help automate the cutting process including lifts, joggers, pile turners, and unloaders.
Cutters

Cutting Width

Clamp Opening

Feed Depth

POLAR D56

22"

3.15"

22"

POLAR D66

26.3"

3.12"

26.3"

POLAR D80

31.5"

3.93"

31.5"

POLAR D115

45.2"

6.5"

45.2"

POLAR N78

30.6"

4.75"

30.6"

POLAR N92

36.2"

5.12"

36.2"

POLAR N115

45.2"

6.5"

45.2"

POLAR N137

54"

6.5"

57"

POLAR N155

61"

6.5"

61" (78" opt.)

POLAR N176

69.3"

6.5"

88.5"

POLAR PACE Cutting Systems:
PACE stands for “POLAR Automation for Cutting Efficiency.” These
systems, consisting of POLAR cutters integrated with components
for jogging, turning, loading, and unloading, offer the highest level of
automated productivity with the lowest level of staffing. PACE systems
can be configured around POLAR high speed cutters 137, 155, and 176.

Product Name

Performance

Top Trim Min/Max

Front Trim Min/Max.

Bottom Trim Min/Max.

Book Thickness

POLAR BC 330 3-Side Trimmer

220 books/hr (single mode)

0.08 — 3.94 in.

0.08 — 3.94 in.

0.08 — 3.94 in		

0.12 — 2 in.

520 books/hr (multiple mode)

Heidelberg offers a comprehensive line of buckle plate and combination folders and mailing
systems as part of the Stahlfolder line. Their modular design and range of accessories ensure
maximum flexibility and productivity

Product Name Non-Auto Auto

Sheet Size

Sheet Size

Roller

					

Max.*

Min.*

Diameter Speed

Min.

Max. Speed
1st Station

Available Feeders

Stahlfolder Ti 36		

X			

14.17 x 25.59"

3.15 x 3.94"

1.26"

394 in/min

6299 in/min

Flat Pile, Flat Pile Tremat, NSF 36

Stahlfolder Ti 52		

X			

20.47 x 33.07"

3.15 x 4.27"

1.58"

394 in/min

7874 in/min

Flat Pile, Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, NSF 36

Stahlfolder CH 56		

X		 X

22.05 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

7874 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous

Stahlfolder CH 66		

X			

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

7874 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

Stahlfolder CH 78		

X			

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

7874 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

Stahlfolder BH 56				 X

22.05 x 35.43" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

7874 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous

Stahlfolder BH 66		

X		 X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

7874 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

Stahlfolder BH 82

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

X		 X

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

7874 in/min

Stahlfolder TH 56				 X

22.05 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous

Stahlfolder TH 66

X		 X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

Stahlfolder TH 82		

X		 X

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder,

										

PFX without Shingling

Stahlfolder TH 82-P			 X

32.28 x 44.29" 16.54 x 11.81" 1.73”

984 in/min

9055 in/min

PFX with Shingling

Stahlfolder KH 66		

X		 X

25.98 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

Stahlfolder KH 78		

X			

30.71 x 50.39"

5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder

32.28 x 50.39" 5.51 x 7.09"

1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

Stahlfolder KH 82				 X

Flat Pile Tremat, Round Continuous, Pallet Feeder,

										

PFX without Shingling

Stahlfolder KH 82-P			 X

32.28 x 44.29" 16.54 x 11.81" 1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

PFX with Shingling

Stahlfolder TH 96				 X

38 x 51.97"

16.54 x 11.81" 1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

PFX (No Shingling)

Stahlfolder TX 96				 X

38 x 51.97"

16.54 x 11.81" 1.73"

984 in/min

9055 in/min

PFX with Shingling

*Minimum and maximum sheet size dependent upon feeder selected. Shown min. and max. formats might not be available on the same feeder type.

High productivity and greater flexibility for effective die cutting, embossing, and hot foil stamping. Heidelberg's die cutters and
hot foil stampers are ideal for short to long runs and from complex layouts to just-in-time packaging production.
Die Cutting

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Machine Speed Max.

Easymatrix 106 C/CS

29.53 × 41.73"

14.2 × 17.8"

7,700 sph

		
Easymatrix 106 FC

Option: 11.28 × 13.78"

29.53 × 41.73"

14.2 × 17.8"

6,500 sph when foil stamping

		

Option: 11.28 × 13.78"

Promatrix 106 CS

29.92 × 41.73"

11.82 × 13.78"

Promatrix 106 CSB

29.92 × 41.73"

11.82 × 13.78"

7,500 sph

Promatrix 106 FC

29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

7,000 sph when foil stamping

Powermatrix 106 CSB

29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

8,000 sph

Promatrix 145 CSB

42.52 × 57.09"

17.72 × 22.83"

7,500 sph

Bringing up to five processes together in one machine,
the Duopress combines foil stamping, embossing, die
cutting – with optional stripping, and blanking – for
folding cartons that need foil stamping with one or
several hot foils as well as embossing.

8,000 sph

Product Name

Sheet Size Max.

Sheet Size Min.

Machine Speed Max.

Duopress 106 FC

29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

6,000 sph

Duopress 106 FCS

29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

6,000 sph

Duopress 106 FCSB 29.92 × 41.73"

13.78 × 15.75"

6,000 sph

High processing quality, short make-ready times and consistent user-friendliness for high-performance handling of up to 200,000
folding cartons per hour. Diana folder gluers produce a broad spectrum of sophisticated and premium cartons in a highly
economic way.
Product Name

Blank Width Max.

Blank Width Min.*

Blank Length Max.

Machine Speed, Max.

Diana Easy 65

25.59"

3.55"

23.60"

984 fpm/1,148 fpm option

Diana Easy 85

33.46"

3.55"

23.60"

984 fpm/1,148 fpm option

Diana Easy 115

45.28"

3.55"

23.60"

984 fpm/1,148 fpm option

Diana Smart 55

21.60"

2.95"

23.60"

1,476 fpm

Diana Smart 80

31.50"

2.95"

23.60"

1,476 fpm

Diana Smart 115

45.28"

2.95"

35.43"

1,476 fpm

Diana X 80

31.50"

2.95"

35.43"

1,640 fpm/2,132 fpm option

Diana X 115

45.28"

2.95"

35.43"

1,640 fpm/2,132 fpm option

*1.77" with miniature carton attachment

The Diana Eye offline inspection system provides
quality assurance for packaging products with high
added value such as luxury goods and pharmaceuticals.

Product Name

Blank Size, Max.

Blank Size, Min.

Machine Speed, Max.

Diana Eye 42

13.78 × 16.53"

2.76 × 2.76"

984 fpm

Diana Eye 55

19.68 × 21.65"

2.76 × 2.76"

984 fpm

From trouble-shooting to workflow optimization, and from maintenance to customized training, Heidelberg SystemService is
your trusted service partner. Because it is not just about servicing your machine, it is about improving your business.
Technical Services

Performance Services

Service Agreements

Installation	
Evaluation	
On Demand	
Maintenance

Training

SystemService 36plus

Remote Support

Predictive Monitoring

Partner Program

Original Parts

Print Shop Optimization

Performance Agreements

Relocation

Color Management

Cleaning

Upgrades

Repair

Output Optimization

Overhauling

Investment Planning
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Originally a provider of
direct mail services, Printing
by Innovation, Inc. (PBI,
Beamsville, ON) brought its
printing in-house and acquired
its first Heidelberg press nine
years ago. Over the last five
years, with the help of a
pressroom that now includes
a Speedmaster XL 106-8P+L
and a Speedmaster SX 74-8P, the
company has doubled in size.
PBI’s most recent expansion
has been in postpress
packaging equipment with
an Easymatrix 106 CS die
cutter and a Diana Smart 80
folder gluer. Pictured: Len
Larose, President and
CEO of PBI.
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Pictured with the new Versafire CP and
Versafire CV digital presses at Simpsons
Printing (Rapid City, SD) are Jon Simpson
(left), Vice President, and Daniel Simpson,
President and CEO. The devices are the
latest additions in the company’s 10-year
program to upgrade its prepress, press,
and postpress departments with solutions
from Heidelberg.

Pete and LeRae Rengel, owners
of Rengel Printing (St. Cloud, MN)
say that since they installed a
coater-equipped Speedmaster SX 52
four-color press, jobs that took 16
hours now can be completed in less
than half that time. Running Saphira
coatings, the press has increased
sheet output per shift by a factor
of two and a half.

A Speedmaster XL 106-6+L augmented
with Intellistart 2 job preparation
software is making Push to Stop
production a reality at packaging
printer Vista Color Corp. (Miami, FL).
Prinect Color Services consultation
assures compliance with customer
color requirements. From left,
Henry Serrano, CEO of Vista Color;
Jess Hernandez, President; and
Bill Eline, Heidelberg.

Vicknair Printing (Plaquemine, LA)
has optimized its platemaking
with a Suprasetter A75 Gen III CTP
unit and Saphira Chemfree plates.
Company President Stephen Vicknair
(pictured) says that the combination
has eliminated the cost and mess
of chemistry while offering higher
resolution and faster plate imaging
than the system the Suprasetter A75
replaced.
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How It's Made:
Prepress Workflow:

Prinect Prepress Manager with Renderer

Layout:

Prinect Signa Station with Packaging Pro

Color Management:

Prinect Color Toolbox

Platemaking:

Suprasetter 106 DCL

Printing:

Speedmaster XL 106-6+L UV Hybrid with
Prinect Image Control

Consumables:

Saphira Presswash, Saphira Fountain Solution & Alcohol
Replacement, Saphira Rollers & Roller Care Chemistry,
Saphira Ink Foils, Saphira UV Matte Effect Varnish & Coating,
Saphira Wash Up & Go

Finishing:

POLAR 137XT Cutter with Auto Jogger & Stacker, Stahlfolder KH 82,
Stitchmaster ST 400
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HeidelbergGothicMl, HeidelbergAntiquaML, Bebas, Latin Modern Roman
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